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Abstract
The high performance network-on-chip (NoC) router  using minimal hardware resources to minimize the layout area
is very essential for NoC design. In this paper, we have proposed a  memory sharing method of a  wormhole routed 
NoC architecture to alleviate the area overhead of a  NoC router . In  the proposed method, a  memory is shared by
multiple physical links by using a  multi-port memory. In this paper, we have proposed a  partial  link-sharing 
method and evaluated the communication performance using the proposed method. It is revealed that the resulted
communication performance by the proposed methods is higher than that of the conventional method, and the
progress ratio of the 3D-torus network is higher than that of 2D-torus network. It is shown that the improvement of
communication performance using partial  link sharing method is achieved with slightly increase of hardware cost.
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